
THE GALLERY



It’s how we refer to the holistic approach we take to our industry. 
Our customers have a vision for their space to satisfy a purpose and an 
aesthetic. We understand the way a chair or table functions is equally 
important to the attitude it conveys and the way it feels when in use. 

With countless options for chairs, tables, and everything 
else necessary to fill your space, KFI Studios believes in the 

importance of making your decisions easy, 
and your experience personable. 

We begin with great inspirational design, 
ensure that every product curated to join the KFI family is 

functional across a broad spectrum of applications,
 is comfortable for the end user, 

and takes affordability into consideration 
without sacrificing quality. 

Simply put, it’s what we refer to as “creating purposeful design”.

And you can still get it all shipped, like, yesterday.

Creating Purposeful Design  



ROKA

Cantilever
4-Leg
Rocker

Five colors
Two frame finishes

Designed by Q Designs, Chicago



Swivels

ZOSOLook and feel of hand stitched leather
MIDTOWN URBAN LOFT Table



INICIO

Chair
with
or

without
arms  
and
Stool

in 
vintage

steel

Designed by John Kelly, NY



BODI

Espresso
Natural
White

Upholstered



Adjust the height and tilt then enjoy unmatched comfort without constant adjustments.

OGEE

MIDTOWN FUSE Table



Chairs
Stools
Task 

Multiple heights
7 Colors

SWEY

Shown with MIDTOWN Table



METRO

All 
vintage
steel 
or
solid
wood
seat
in
Natural
Espresso
or
Barnwood



JULEP

Designed 
by
Alexandros
Stasinopoulos
Four colors
add your 
favorite textile

Shown with FUSE Table



2 wood finishes
3 PET shell colors
your choice
of upholstery

VOODOO
Designed by Q Designs, Chicago



Designed by 
Q Designs, Chicago 

Café Height
Round, Square, Rectangle

Bar Height
Rectangle

Two wood stain finishes
Endless top options

VOODOO



Endless combinations with 11 colors
and countless upholstery options

KOOL



EXPRESS YOURSELF

Six
colors for
indoor
or out

Designed by Claudio Bellini, Milan



JIVE

3 bentwood  
finishes
your choice
to upholster
or not,
stools & chairs



A CONVERSATION PIECE
EXPANDING WITH PURPOSE

Designed by Anders Klem, Denmark

Armchair that inspires
collaboration

Oak or Dark Oak
5 textile options

Introducing our partner.

All the stuff in the World that makes life 
wonderful is made by people who are 
willing to walk that extra mile to give you 
an extraordinary experience. In Danish the 
word for that very thing is UMAGE. If you 
make yourself UMAGE it means that you 
have done something extra – have gone 
above and beyond. And that is exactly what 
we try to do every day at KFI Studios - so 
partnering with UMAGE just makes sense. 

We are pleased to introduce distinctive 
Nordic design with a focus on aesthetics, 
simplicity and functionality through our 
partnership with UMAGE, Copenhagen, 
Denmark.



Bold organic curves
Oak and Dark Oak
5 textile options

Combining
wood,
metal,
leather,
and textiles

THE READER

from our partner
UMAGE

THE HANG OUT

Designed by Tor Hadsund, Denmark

Designed by  Jonas Søndergaard, Denmark



Classic Scandinavian 
design with the modern 
twist of a built-in multiple 
USB charging hub

MY SPOT
Designed by Jonas Søndergaard, Denmark

Slim 
multifunctional
ideal for reception area

from our partner
UMAGE

LOUNGE AROUND
Designed by Soren Ravn Christensen, Denmark



Designs
Technology
Craftsmanship
Inspired

from our partner
UMAGE

CLAVA SHADE

ASTERIA ALUVIA

ACORN

LIGHTING



“Logic will get you from A to B. 
Imagination will take you everywhere.”

Albert Einstein


